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Who We Are. . .
A worldwide exhibit and event provider, Condit 
Exhibits excels at creating memorable spaces 
that your customers will respond to.  Our 
network of offices and partners extend around 
the globe so your exhibiting experience is 
delivered stress free, on time, and on budget.

Our team excels at providing the highest level of 
service but don’t take our word for it…

“I could not be more pleased with the outstanding service I have received.” 

“ I have heard nothing but praise for the way our custom booths have been handled at our two largest 

shows this year. You have been so attentive to our needs and can always be counted on for any 

information or assistance I need, any time of day. I am confident that our tradeshow program will continue 

to improve and prosper. Please thank all at Condit who have made this transition worth all the effort. I 

look forward to a long and prosperous relationship.”

Martha L. Fry, Manager Tradeshows & Events, Western Union
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Condit Services…

- Design
- Fabrication
- Graphic Design and Production
- Management Services
- Logistical planning
- Installation/Dismantle Supervision 
- Multiple storage facilities
- Inventory Services
- Back Stage Pass 

We take pride in how we manage our client’s projects.  Whether you attend one show a 
year, or have a complex exhibit program that features multiple venues and booth sizes, we 
have just one goal...to make things easier for you.
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Design…

Condit Exhibits is dedicated to bringing 
creativity to life.

Our philosophy is to “Design from the Inside 
Out”. Before we put pencil to paper, our 
creative team takes the time to hear your 
challenges, the specific goals for your exhibit, 
and your vision of where you want to take your 
brand. 

We create and develop a one-of-a kind 
marketing environment that lets you stand out 
from the crowd. We build in the flexibility and 
scalability that allows you to project your brand 
consistently across all platforms. 
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Design renderings…

“Congratulations on a job well done!

The creative team from Condit 

displayed the highest degree of 

professionalism which made for one 

of the smoothest installations ever –

especially amazing given the 

complexity of this exhibition. Thank 

you and your staff for making this 

exhibition so beautiful. “

Carol Campbell

Exhibitions Director

Denver Art Museum
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Show Services…

Condit offers a flexible menu of services that lets you pick what works best for you, 
your team, and your budget. Whatever your needs may be: Account Management, 
Design, Project Management, Inventory Management, Show Site Supervision, 
Installation & Dismantle, Show Service Coordination - our experienced staff can 
assist you with any project. 

“What a wonderful job you did for Steren at the SCTE trade 

show! We can’t thank you enough for all your professionalism 

and cheerful readiness to make sure we had everything we 

needed to make the trade show successful. After organizing 

tons of trade shows throughout the years, you guys are the 

best I’ve ever worked with. Thank you for making everything 

so easy for us. “

Linda Carucci

Marketing Communications Director

Steren Electronics International, LLC
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Fabrication…

From our high-finish custom exhibit fabrication to our custom rental properties, everything 
we produce is built to last and it’s always done with your budget in mind.

Our manufacturing plant, our outstanding safety record, and our commitment to sustainable 
business practices all speak to our forward-thinking company culture.  And our Make It 
Green program of environmentally friendly materials and finishing techniques are just the 
latest in a long line of innovations that has kept Condit Exhibits at the forefront of the 
industry. 

Exhibit Fabrication
CNC Milling
Crating
Make It Green Menu of Options
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Exhibit booths…

“We had a FANTASTIC event in New York. The booth was heavily complimented by people from 

all areas of the industry.  One of the comments was, “this is the nicest exhibit at the show.”  One of 

the new account managers I signed up at the show was in our booth admiring it.  He had no 

intention of joining our program but after a few minutes of talking he decided to come on board! He 

was so impressed with our new image.  You guys all did a great job and I could not be happier.”

Tamara Hopps

Brand Manager

Altair Eyewear
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Storage and Inventory…

Our warehouse facilities are maintained by a staff 
dedicated to insuring that each crate, pallet and 
loose item in storage is treated as if it were their 
own. Whether you have a portable exhibit or a 
custom exhibit that would fill an entire warehouse, 
our inventory and storage process remains the 
same. We catalog, inventory and add your properties 

to our unique inventory system - Back Stage Pass.

Storage Facilities: 

Denver, Colorado 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
Seattle, Washington
Newcastle, United Kingdom
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Back Stage Pass was developed to directly connect you with Condit Exhibits.  Our 
web-based tool provides you instant access to your inventory and pictures of your 
properties.  For the busy tradeshow manager with multiple events, Back Stage 
Pass provides a means for you to quickly share show information with your entire 
show team. 

1) Interactive online web-based tool available 24/7 365 days a year
2) View and Update your booth inventory and collateral in storage 
3) Add new events and update existing event information
4) Event management includes real time access:

- Management of properties (booth inventory, graphics, collaterals, etc.)
- Location of trade show properties on the road   
- Provide show service detail
- Provide shipping information   
- Scheduling and hotel coordination 

Back Stage is a unique all in one tool designed to make your job easier. 

Back Stage Pass…
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Budget Control…

You will never hear us tell you “we cost a little more than the 
competition because we provide a better service.” 

Our process and systems were developed by an experienced staff. We 
make smart decisions that will save you valuable time and money. You 
receive the highest level of service at a cost our competition can’t 
duplicate. 

We manage your budget as if it were our own.

“On behalf of the entire Sanctuary team, I wanted to personally thank you for the fantastic creative 

and install job that Condit Exhibits completed for our discovery centers.

As these centers serve as a key component to our sales process, it is imperative that they convey 

our story in a professional and effective manner and you nailed it. The fact that the jobs were 

completed on time and more importantly, on budget made our experience with the Condit team a 

great one. Thank you for seeing our projects through to their quick and cost effective completion. “

Jib Street

Discovery Center

Director of Sales and Marketing




